Sample exam 2 will be supplied with solutions submitted by work teams, assigned as below. Each group should elect a leader, who will collect the solutions and submit them on paper, by Tuesday class time, 20 April. Any problems not solved will be unpublished. Look for solutions online, from old exams and samples.

Problem 1, parts (a) through (k).

Art History BA Brooks, Heather Anne  
Ballet BFA Gregory, Allen Patrick  
Biology (Teaching) MS Keenan, Erin Kathleen  
Business BS Intmd Taylor, Matthew Shane  
Challenge Lee, Clement  
Challenge Richardson, Oliver  
Civil Engg BS Pre Furbush, John Lundy  
Civil Engg BS Pre Henderson, Alexander Blake  
Computer Engg CPSC BCE Andersen, Leif Allen  
Computer Engineering BS Pre Han, Gyung-Tae  
Computer Engineering BS Pre Walz, Adam Kyle  
Computer Science BCS Bateman, Wilson Arthur  
Computer Science BCS Clark, Ryan Paul  
Computer Science BCS Craven, Paul Douglas

Problem 2, parts (a) through (l).

Computer Science BCS Mann, Landon English  
Computer Science BCS Paul, Colby Drew  
Computer Science BCS Swanson, Ryan Anthony  
Computer Science BCS Webb, Dustin James  
Computer Science BS Pre Barrows, Steffan Marc  
Computer Science BS Pre Beal, Shandice Marie  
Education BS Pre Nelson, Travis J  
Education BS Pre Pomrenke, Jennifer Elyse  
Electrical Engg BS Pre Chrysler, Nathan Harold  
Health Promotn Educ Tchg BS Baird, Kira Ann  
Mathematics BA Bennion, Tobin K  
Mathematics BA Oliphant, Darian Adrian

Problem 3, parts (a) through (h).

Mathematics BA Pre Scott, Isabelle Elizabeth  
Mathematics BS Herrera, Sergio Robert  
Mathematics BS Munoz, Marcelino Felipe  
Mathematics BS Peterson, Christopher John  
Mathematics BS Shrieve, Michael Patrick  
Mathematics BS Shumway, Jacob Peter  
Mathematics BS Taylor, Jessica Irene  
Mathematics BS Pre Petersen, Steven Lyman  
Mechanical Engg BS Intmd Breivik, Brandon Dean  
Mechanical Engg PHD Azapagic, Azur  
Mid East Std:Arabic BA Bodily, Jeffery Spencer  
Non Matriculated Bian, Jiantao  
Non Matriculated Gritton, Chris Eric  
Physics BS Diaz, Christian James  
Physics BS Johnson, Michael Thomas  
Physics BS Loertscher, Quincy John